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al-biruni's kitab-ul-hind is divided into 80 chapters on subjects such as religion and philosophy,
festivals, astronomy, alchemy, manners and customs, social life, weights and measures,

iconography, laws and metrology. the work of al-biruni is one of the most prominent islamic
pharmacological compendiums, which describes the medical knowledge and technological

advances during the 11th century ce. in fact, the majority of previous researches in this field
are related to the words of the arabic authors used in the work of al-biruni in describing their

medical and pharmacological knowledge. it is known that the historical and geographical
boundaries of the islamic empire were never fixed. however, there was a clear division of the

regions that was under the authority of caliphates and separate regions at the time of al-
biruni. so it was natural that he tries to include a big number of regions in his study. indeed,

ibn-battutas travelled to so many countries to collect the information he needs and so if there
was not any restriction on al-biruni in the whole region, he would have brought the data of all

the regions under the banner of general description. his works sometimes repeat the the same
information in more than one way, even with the addition of some interesting data. the book
of pharmacy in medicine of al-biruni is a comprehensive encyclopedia which contains almost

everything on medicine and pharmacology. in order to highlight its more interesting contents,
sections of the book have been quoted in this study in order to compare the medical trends of
the islamic empire with those in the european medieval period. although al-biruni cannot be

regarded as the founder of the modern medicine, he was one of the leading early scientists of
the islamic empire and the pioneer of pharmacology in the middle east. his book of pharmacy
in medicine is one of the most important compendium of medicine and pharmacology of that

time.
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al-biruni was a scholar from uzbekistan, who visited india
in the 11th century ce. he was captured as slave by

mahmud of ghazni and spent most of his years in city of
ghazni. he visited india in 1017 ce. al-birunis kitab-ul-hind

is written in arabic and is divided into 80 chapters on
subjects such as religion and philosophy, festivals,

astronomy, alchemy, manners and customs, social life,
weights and measures, iconography, laws and metrology.
in the 6th chapter, al-biruni said, islam is a very superior
religion, if we compare it with other religions. the reason
for this superiority is that it has the least barriers in the
way of entrance to it. anyone, who wants to join islam,
has no problem, has no need to adhere to any other

religion. to conclude, al-biruni says that we have to use
our wisdom to eliminate the remnants of ignorance. the
present generation of indians are like children, we have

to teach them to think properly and to become wise men,
he says. in india, there are two types of science, namely,

ashta veda and ashta darsi, he says. the first is the
science of the learned, and the second is the science of
the uneducated. now, in the first chapter of the kitab-ul-
hind, he says that there is no science without logic. and
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logic is the gateway to wisdom. logics is all about reason,
understanding, and intelligence. it is only through logical

thinking that we can start understanding others and
learning about their ways. al-biruni says that logic is a
science without any help, without any dependence or
deduction, and logic is the tool to work in the field of

understanding other people. it is the only science which
leads us to the truth. 5ec8ef588b
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